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Foreword
Air Traffic Management (ATM) aims at ensuring the safe and efficient flow of
air traffic. This looks simple and evokes control towers to the layman. It is, in
fact, a complex and largely unknown subject, whose many facets are covered in
massive specialist documentation, but very seldom addressed in comprehensive
and authoritative books. Both first-time and expert readers will find these facets
very ably presented by leading specialists in this book. I must say I read it with
interest and learnt!
ATM is moving from an art, whose origins are exposed vividly by Marc
Baumgartner, a prominent figure in ATM, to a sophisticated industry with wide
implications for airspace users, airports, travellers, shippers, and society at large.
ATM is reaching such economic, social and environmental significance that it hits
political circles. The creation of the Single European Sky was explicitly included in
Mr Romano Prodi’s presentation of the Commission’s work programme in 2000.
The Single European Sky regulations, whose adoption in 2004 is a landmark in
the EU reform of ATM, are presented by their ‘father’, Ben Van Houtte.
The different facets of ATM, such as flight planning, sector capacity and
cost of delays, environmental impacts and demand to be expected from future
developments in air transport are examined as well, and rounded off by my
colleague Nadine Pilon.
May I wish readers much pleasure and benefit in reading this book.
Xavier Fron
Head, Performance Review Unit
EUROCONTROL
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Preface
This book is designed to offer the reader a single source of reference on the key
subject areas of air traffic management in Europe. It brings together material that
was previously unobtainable, hidden within technical documents or dispersed
across disparate sources. With a broad cross-section of contributors from across
the industry and academia, the book aims to offer an effective treatment of the
key issues in current, and developing, European ATM. It explains the principles
of air traffic management and its practical workings, bridging the academic and
operational worlds to give an insight into this evolving field, with a number of fresh
perspectives brought to the text. On-going research and developments are closely
integrated into the themes, demonstrating the likely directions of future ATM in
Europe and the challenges it will face. It is hoped that the book will appeal to both
aviation academics and practitioners, equally for those whose area of expertise is
outside ATM but want a clearly elucidated source of reference, as to those wishing
to broaden existing knowledge. It is anticipated that many readers will already
have expertise in one or more of the chapters’ subject matter, but wish to develop
a further understanding of the areas covered in others, taking advantage of the
many thematic and operational links which have been illustrated.
Chapter 1 sets the scene for the rest of the book, establishing in some detail the
fundamental principles and practices of how European airspace has evolved, and
operates today. It is thus the longest chapter and some of the concluding comments
have been saved for the closing section of the book. Chapter 2 then builds on
this foundation, with a detailed and specialist description of the processes of
flight planning and messaging, introducing the fundamental concept of capacity
management, which is then explored in greater detail through numerous practical
and research-based concepts in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 addresses the inevitable consequences of a system operating
under the increasing challenges of capacity constraints – delays, and the costs
thereof. No book on air traffic management these days can be complete without
a consideration of the concomitant environmental impacts of aviation, and
the challenges these present us with; Chapter 5 explores a wide range of such
issues. Chapter 6 then sets the developing story into the broader context of the
future of air transport operations in Europe, which are intimately bound with
ATM through issues such as fleet development, aircraft utilisation trends, airline
networks and efficiency.
Chapter 7 offers an invaluable and detailed discussion of how some of the
future challenges are being addressed through reform of European ATM, whilst
Chapter 8 closes with an exploration of a new area of vital development in
ATM – its two-way, evolving relationship with society. The book closes with
a comprehensive list of further information resources and a concluding look
ahead.
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